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sserts
lndependen
U.S.S.P.A.
By JBI JAXSSOX
A stron!';er sense of direction

and independence was clearly :revt>aled at last month's fifth annual congress of the 'C'nited
States Student Pr;;ss Association.
Passing legislation and expressing opinions on e~erything iron1
traYel restrictions on student
journalists to fvrnta:ly breaking
ties with :ts parent organization.
the rongress convened on the 'C'niwrsity of Illinois campus at
Campaign-l:rb:ma Augo.:~.st 15th

and was attended by oYer two
hundred college newspaper delegates.
Offkers Elected
Erteted by the c~ngress as
d·.airman of d:e national college
Pr~ss llrganization was DaYe
Petus::m. editor oi the L'niwrsity
<lf Denn:r·s CLARIOX, while Bob
Gr<:•ss was pleked by the national
exEeuth·e committee of CSSPA
for t!1e pest of genewl secret~.
. .~n-;.ong the maJor Ieg3s1ath·e
e"'e~ts !n the 1Yeek-long meet was
d:e upitr,nya} by the c~J~r..g:res:s of
hy.. ~sv; amendn1etts tbat made
!ie As52 c:nti~n an inde12endent
l.l"v~rpDr:.:.tftir.. U!:d ther12by ~e~·ered
1
..
..
L.t.e . . o:rs~e tr._:s . wr.d: Ks.. po.:r.;nt
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censvrship to conduct a fund
tieallv orientated and we're journalists . • . not politicians."
Hits Lack of Equality
Hitting governmental policies
that descriminate against college
;ournalists bY not allowing them
the same p~ivilages enjoyed by
the commer~ial press in visiting
ar;:as such as Cuba, the congress
uassed a resolution endorsing fmther efforts to obtain the same
rights accorded the ct•mmerdal
press. It further mand:1ted the
executive con1mittee to aid in obtaining financial support for a
further trip to Cuba by college
journalists. The congr~s also
11assed a resolution that stated,
"'members of the press should be
permitted acce~s to allarea of tl!e
wodd,"

On th<> re~ent controversy at
the l"9nh·e-rslty \)f Oregon euncern...

ing Miss Annette Buchanan's. re·
fusal to 1·eveal to a grand JUry
the !lames of sources she used
for a story on the student use of
marijuana on her campus, ~he
congress supported the mmwgl~~
'editor of the Oregon Dml)
'Emerald by passing two resolutions.
.
As a basic policy declarntt?n•
the com;ress ndopted a resolution
which supported the principle. of
absolute privilege for journahsts
tn protect confidential sources of
news stories and recommended a
model law based on nbsolute priv·
ilege to st.ate legislatures.
A second resolution backed
)!iss Burhamm in name and
formally commended her action
while endorsing her efftJrts to
contend h('r c:~~e in hi;!her N1.lrts.
The con~ress also mandat~d th~
t"SSPA standinl\" committe(' <''1'1

bas c.p.ened toJJ serve 'Xev._~ ~~~exico~
I e~ t!"::e X -er:: ~~rex:~u D~t& Bnnk,.
Dper~-:ef.l by the l.:'ni•er~!tv of

Xe~.: )le:dt:c~ B:.;:r~3:i 'l"'"f B:;~r.e~s
Ro~ear..,::
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By JEFF DENNARD
The surprising UNM Lobos
threw a solid defensive wall up
against the Utah State Aggies in
Saturday's 17-8 upset victory for
the Wolfpack.
"Weeks' Wall" allowed the
Utags only three first downs in
the first three quarters of the
game. This is no mean feat
against a team whieh has been
one of the top offensive teams in
the nation for the last three
years.
The game started . with New
Mexico winning the toss of the
coin and electing to receive. Three
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. SOl'IIOl\tOJm IIUartl.'rback Jlick Bl.'itll:'r takes off around
ri"ht l'nd in Haturday night's game against Utah Stat~. lleitllladl:' his rollegl.' debul a bi~ one 11s he led the l.obos to an
victory owr the nationally ranked Aggies. Beitler led the
_2~~s in total offl:'nsl.' "'ith 116 yards.
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SA Talks Are Set:
u Organizations
information progrmn tellthe programs and aims
National Studl:'nt Assodawill lwgin tonight
at thr~.!e campus soror·

/

the

-i
You'll get there faster

in a clubman'' sportcoat

Coordinator Tom Joule
he would try to meet
. campus orJ,'11nizalions to
NRA to 'UNJ\1 students.
~mid that In> and John
HNJ\1 campus dirt'etor
NHA tutoring- program,
tl'y to SJll'llk to the Gr(•('ks,
and ~antpus ,nJu·l I!',
llttd llOP",
~
this tmrt of tliC inforpr<•stmm by the l'nd of
I'••Toult' nnd 'l'ltoraon will
tn tit(• KtttJpn
.. J{npJI"
•• .. (!"m•
.••
IMa Phi, and Alpha Chi
BOJ'oritii•S tonight.
Nl.'cd !\lore Works
think thnt this Sl'lllcstc•t•
ht• SJH·n•• !l"'"'
...n.i""J'Il"
"•' ., ..."1111
lhl' t•xisting NSA t•ro·
!'nth(' I' than working on
-~-.

~~-·~

..

vices," he continued.
Ue described the existing stu.dent programs at UNM as the
slUdf.'nt discount program which
Is being f.'Xpand~d and reorganized and u1._. student travel pro·
grant, which !.'nab](•S stud!>nt.s to
travel with discounts u1 rougbout
the> nation and the world.
llll\'c Student Services
Thl're is also thl' Student Govermuent. Information Service
• h prov•"d es •tlhormn
..
t"mn on
w 1nc
Ndsting )JrOJtrmus at other schools
ttl! Wl.'ll ns information on cstab·
liehin~t programs and ideas :for
n11.w prov,rams.
NSA also ltas a tutoring tJro1\'l'lllll in Ute Albuqul'rque Publit<
Seltools in conjunction witl1 the
AlbuqUel"IJUe Tutoring Council.
• I t.,lllt th
• r
t•
•rou Ie !UI.It
· e lll orml1 JOn
twogram would tdso tt·y and recruit tutors !or this Jlrogram.
~~~-..

The powers of the Activities have the legal right to take
Night Committee of Union Pro- money from an organization
gram Directorate will be investi- without the organization's congated by the office of the Associ- sent.
Mr. Erickson said that it was
ated Students Attc.rney General,
the LOBO learned last night from a well established prerogative,
ASUNM Attorney Gcnet•al Dick however, to make student organizations put down deposits for
Baker,
The investigation will center booth Space in activities such as
around the question of whether Fiesta. He said that the organizathe committee bas the power to tion would forfeit its deposit if
they didn't erect their booth.
fine student organizations.
Paulette Key, committee co- ·
chairman, said her committee
found the power necessary to discourage student organizations
from reserving booths for Ac·
tivitics Night and. then not using them.
Committee Adopts Policy
She said her committee had
UNM Comptroller John Peroadopted. the policy of fining any
student organization $10 who ro- vich has announced that bids for
quested booth space for Activities the purchase of $8.5 million in
Night and then failed to show revenue bonds being offered by
the University will be presented
up.
Miss Key said this deprived for approval at the regents' meetoU1er organizations who wanted ing Wednesday, Sept. 21.
The regents will be meeting at
booths from having them. She
also said it looked "unattractive'' 10:30 a.m. in the Council Room
of the Student Union, one halfto have empty booths;
Baker refused comment to the hour a!ter the bid opening.
I,OBO. lie said be wasn't aware
Should the bond issue be apof the particulars of the situation proved, UNM will use the money
but
said that l1e would investigate for the construction of dormitorit .immediatelY'.
ies, the basketball arena, a new
Baller said that it was "curi- educational
television studio,
ous'' that they hadn't required a utilities, and other facilities.
deposit on the booth instead of
The tentative agenda for the
decidingUnion
on fines.
meeting
also includes such items
'Von't Collect
as
consideration
of plans for a
Jllr. G.
Erickson, chief acnew
cngincc1·iug
center
a new
t<ountant for the Union Business building for the Collegeand
of BusiOffice said his office wasn't a ness Administration-Bureau of
t'ollection agency and that if the Business Resea1·ch.
committee
requested
reAdditional faculty and adminmove the $10
fine ft·omltim
Ute to
funds
istrative
staff contracts will also
of any student organization, he
be considered.
couldn't do it. lie said he wouldn't

Regents' Meeting
Opens Bond Bids

w.
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valuation Gets Mixed Reaction
frl'<'at 11mount ot favor·
Ntmpus ~hntlteJ" of Stu.
fol' u Democratic Society
l'NlJlOltsc~ fol' their publicuof n fncu1ty and course
SDS m!'mht•t• l,hilip
. snhl thnt ull of the
ltl! lHl!l ltcard hn!l bcmt

fnculty ntul ndntinistrntion
hN•n sihmt nbout the eVIll·
which had aomc un£nvornlmut several fncliiHI tlu~ir (0\II'SI'.S.
tli<'Y 11id n :fnir nn!l
trutl!rui job," snid om~
son rmirl tim~ the (\Vtthlll·
t!ct WllR bl.'t~un in the :t'11ll

·.·:

m•w ones," said Joule, "We nL"t'd

to work more for student scr-
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General
Will Check Policy
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plays produced a loss of two
yards and things were going
pretty much as expected. On
fourth down the game captain
Wally Seis centered the ball over
the punter's head and out of the
end zone for a safety. It looked
like the start of a long season.
Good Free-Kick
Dennis Good free-kicked the
ball from the Lobo 20 to the Utah
State 13. Following the return
the Aggies opened their offensive
with a quick first down, but they
were · stopped by the big UNM
defensive unit on the next series
and were forced to punt.

Attorney

one b~od: ~,ou!h o! '"'.F!:~::,
J

No.2

Lobos Down Utags
In S.eason Opener
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WANT ADS

Monday, September H), 1966

for the meat on your .sandwiches

A ::ew unique type of bank

Gem of the day~ if you get up
in the morning and it Joqks nice
out • • • leave it out!

OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

If you ore tired of hunting

Business Research Opens
New Data Bank on State
,-'":.-r,!,-:. - ..... •.....:..

EXICOLOBO

driv~ among members to help
support .!lliss Bucbnnan's court
fight fimuwial!y.
Th(' CSSPA congressional dele·
J,:ntes in addition approved two
n•soluth,ns I'll the freedom and
r('spnm,ibility of the student
pr~s~. l'a$sed as b:tsk policy declarations, the two resolutions
wer•' t•onsidl•red vital by many
drl<>!ratl'il tn firm up the Associatiun's stand a,gninst l.'l'nsor!lhip
and to giw thl' Association a
standard pr<l<'(•edurC" to combat it.
OM of the resolutions outlined
th<• df~ired status for campus
newspapers. The rel;"ornmendati!l!IS m:1dt' by the congress ineltukd !ir.anl'inl nmJ physical
ind••!wmi~lh'<' from thl' unh·ersity
a:< a l!';!al l'•'l'Jlllration: thnt the
ll<'W,.P:JI'''r slwuhl ;;-arrs tlt•ithl'r

Free Information

----

or lnflt yl'nl" but that actual work
sll\l'tcd during the s~mester break
lust winter. Qul:'stionnaires wen~
m11dc n vnilnbltl to students to
cvnlmttc the cout·s~s they had had.
Questions usked included the dnss
rnuking aml the gJ•ttde reeeive1l
in the cOUI"Sl'.
After tl. Cnir response tht! SDS
clmptm· brgins the work of put~
tlng the fot•tns into an infm·umtivc
evnhtntion of the tcneher, clnss
JlrO~mtm·e, rlnss content nnd student nttiLud(l toWitl'd the dnss.
Nieltolsoll snid thnt over the
slllllll\1'1' lw nne! Jo~tn'll!'!!t Mnres,
nnothN' sm; lll('lllhet•, tllus SDS
ru~.ul ty ndVI!!OI' ltOJtCI' A ndC!t!IOil
worlte~l oil the uvnluntioJI. "We

looked fot• consistence. If there
Wl:'l'C sintila t' responses fol' a class
both from a range of students and
g1•ades, we :Celt we had a reasonnble response," Nicholson satd.
Uvaluation Im:omplcte
"We were as defensive 11a pas
sihle when we made our evaluation," Nicholson continued. This
would ttccount for the incompletefiNIS of evaluations for all classes.
They did not evaluate those
classes in which the response was
im•onsistcnt or not large enouglt.
"We rt~nlize that the evnluntion was not scientific but we
aimed fo1' fairness and consistency." sltid Nic.holson. "We believe
that this is tt signiflcnnt first step

and we hope that a permanent
student government committee
will take up the job," he continued.
The members of SDS felt that
their evaluation could be a basis
for study and growt11. The ovet··
all purpose of the progt•am was
that students might use their organi:mtion to influence the curricula and the teaching.
In a statement contained on the
ft·ont of the evaluation SDS said
that it felt one tenson for the
uniqueness of the booklet is that
the faculty and administt·ation
did not feel students could take an
active part in influcncin~t tl1eir
tcnehing.

'""'·'

The Lobos were unable to move
the ball and punted to the Utag
27. On the first play of their
series tailback Eric Maughan carried into the center of the UNM
line and fumbled. Duane Batte, a
sophomore linebacker, recovered
the first of many State fumbles.
The Wolfpaek could only gain
to the Utah State 27 and on
fourth down talented Sherman
Seiders kicked a 43-yard field
goal. With 5:56 left in the first
quarter the Lobos had a lead they
would never relinquish .
Utags Bobbled
Utah State started their next
offensive from their own 20 following the kickoff. On the first
play the Utags again bobbled the
ball. This time the goat was G~
ald Watson, the Aggies' fullback.
The New Mexico hero was Ace
Hendricks who recovered on the
Utah 23. A sweep and t\vo incomplete passes brought on a fourthand-15 field goal attempt by Sherman Seiders which was blocked
and receovered by Utah State
on their own 14.
Utah State quarterback Ron
Stewart completed two passes and
had a second and· five at tbe State
33. Lightning struck again as Stewart's third straight pass was
batted into the air and intercepted
by Batte on the Aggie's 18 yard
line.
Five plays later Seiders' field
goal attempt from the 27 was
wide io the left.
Fumbled Three Times
Two plays later the Utags fumbled the ball for the third time in
the quarter and for the third time
a Lobo was three for the steal.
The Lobos were forced to punt as
the offense continued to sputter.
The quarter ended after two Aggie rushes. In the first quarter
the Wolfpack had the ball for 28
offensive plays while the defensive wall had taken the ball away
from State four time. The Aggies
had been allowed to run only 15
plays.
"Weeks' Wall" continued to hold
back the Utags and they were
forced to punt. The Lobos got
their offense moving a little better on their next series of downs.
On first and goal from the 19
Beitler found Seiders all alone in
the end zone and threw him a perforce strike which Seiders dr-:.~
ped.
The Lobos punted and got the
(Continued on page 8)

Changes Required
Of Constitutions
UNM's new constitution will require changes in the constitutions
of some student organizations,
ASUNM Attorney General Dick
Baker said in a LOBO interview
Sunday night.
The new constitution requires
that at least three-fourths of the
membership or any club be activity fee-paying university studClWI.
The old constitution required only
one-half. This provision must appear in organizations' constitutions for them to be chartered by
the Associated Students.
Chartering entitles an organization to "right to use University
facilities, the right to identification with the University of New
Mexico and the Associated Students, the right to a mailoox, and
banking privileges," according to
title 2 of the new constitution.
Baker said that he hadn't yet
formed plans fo1• ensuring im~
plomentation of the provision, but
that he would soon be in contact
with clubs who would be affected.

i;
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VALIDATING STUDENT ACTIVITY cards is Hal Fessinger, .Albuquerque junior and a member of
the Arnold .Air Society of UNM Air Force ROTC, for William F. Guy II and Linda Naylor, UNM
students. Members of the Arnold Air Society were working .turing the four-day registration with
their pay going to the organization's treasury.

ff . I TO BE HERE OCT•. 2
Compus O
. · ICIO S. Senator· Ted Kennedy Will ·Award:··
Mum on Criticism ' S·cho,cirship·to Campus Student '
The Student Health Service's

.

critical statements regarding the
Peace Corps, which appeare.t in
the LOBO last week, drew little
response from· administrative officials.
Professor David T. Benedetti,
director of the Peace Corps on
the UNM campus, told the LOBO
Friday that he had no comment on
the story. He said he did not feel
that the report was proper material for newspaper coverage.
Administrative Vice-President
Sherman Smith also refused to
comment on the report.
The only response came from
Dean of Students Harold Laven·
der, who said he felt that the
comments appearing in the report
had been intended to be helpful
'iii evaluation of the Peace Corps
program.
While the statements might
seem derogatory, · Lavender said,
he felt that put in proper perspective they were an honest effort to improve the services offered the Peace Corps.

'

Study Now Possible
Behind Iron Curtain

Study behind the Iron Curtain
for advanced graduate students,
faculty members, and post-doctor·
al researchers is now possible
through the Inter-University
Committee on Travel Grants. Participants may study in the Soviet
'Onion, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,
or Hungary.
Participants are chosen in na·
tional competition through application and interview. Those
chosen must have proficiency in
the language ot the receiving
country commensurate with the
needs of their programs.
Additional information may be
obtained by writing Howard Mehlinger, Inter-University Comm\ttee on Travel Grartts, 021 Lindley
HaJJ, Indiana University, Bloomington, lndiana 47401.
No pleasure is comparable to
the standing upon the vantage
ground of ttuth.-Francis Bacon

Senator Edward Kennedy (D.Mass.) will arrive on campus
Sunday, Oct. 2, and remain
through Oct. 3 to present the first
Johit F. Kennedy Memorial Scholarship to some UNM student.
The I!Cholarabip, a $1000 cash
grant, is being financed by the
profits from the book "New Mexico's Troubled Years" by Albuquerque businessman Calvin P.
Horn. The late President Ken·
nedy wrote the foreword to the
book. At present there is $5,000
in the scholarship fund.
Established in 1965
The memorial was set up in
late 1965 by Horn and Senator
Clinton P. Anderson.
To be eligible. :for the award, a
student must be at least a senior.
It is given on the basis of research in the field of either humanities or social sciences, primarily of tne Southwest.
Eligible scholarship candidates
have been narrowed to four graduate students-two in history, one
in anthropology, and one in English.
While the names of the candidates have not been announced

e

their dissertation topics-have been·
revealed. One deals with a his. tory of New Mexico fur trade. A
second researches the life of Governor· ManUel Maria. de Salcedo~
Another dis!lertation topic deals
with the archeology of Pottery
Mound, while the fourth explores
the poetry of Winfield Townley
Scott.
The UNM Faculty Committee
on Scholarship and Prizes :is expected to name the winner some
time this week.

prevent forest

WASHINGTON (CPS)- Student hiring of faculty, work-study
p~·ograms and self-directed readings-these are some of the features of Havoc College, Washington, D.C. Another featu1·e is that
it exi::;ts only on paper.
Blueprints for the fictional college were formulated at the National Student Association Congress after a 15-page survey .of
attitudes and interests of Congress delegates. The survey was
administered to test the 1·epre~
sentatives of delegates when compared with national norms and to
ilustrate a tool for assessing student attitudes on college campuses,
Has Pass-Fail
Education at NSA-oriented
Havoc College is student-centered,
with independent study and original research an integral part of
curriculum. Pass/fail grades are
given irJ the courses, held in small
discussion g1·oups; and social sciences, particularly history and
government, predominate in the
course J.'Oster.
But courses at Havoc play only
an equa1 role with extra-curriculal' activiti()s. Most students participate actively in student government, civilt·ights projects, and
liberal politics. After graduation,
more than half will join the Peace
Corps or Vista.
The college administration has
abandoned an in loco parentis
philosophy and sets no restrictions
on students' social life or living'
arrangements. Most students also

Members of the Student-Faculty
Association E~ecutive Board are
reminded of their meeting in the
Desert Room Alcove, at 11 :30 on
Tuesday.
There are only two forces that
can carry light to aU corners of
the globe-the sun in the heavens and the Associated Press,
-Mark Twain

Meet Ralph Frey, Jr., 18
He's a college sophoDlore.
He has a pilot's license.
700 Broodwo)' NE
_ 200 ~yoming SE

.Our Costums. J.ewefry
Ll81

PIAIMAft'
PHONE fL 5-1691

,,

Get your SPECIAL PIZZA
TICKET-and save meal. mqney at

FRANK•s
PIZZA

read 3,000 w-ords a 1ninute.

Watching Ralph's hand fly over the pages (his
hand acts as a pacer), you can't believe that he's
actually reading. He must be skimming.
But he's not.
Ralph Frey can read the average novel in a little
under 40 mbtutes. Once{whihfstlmding in a bookstore, he read three complete novels before he was
asked to leave.
He studies between 1,500 to 2,000 words a minute,
and rarely dips below 1,000 wpm, even on the
toughest material. ·
Most significantly, however, is that he can comprehend and recall what he's read-right down to
the details.
Ralpft1~ i 'not a mental freak. Nor is he a
naturally fast reader. He learned this revolutionary'
technique of rapid reading at the Evelyn Wood
Reading Dynamics Institute. He is one of more
than 10,000 graduates in California.
.Ralph was one of our better students. He started
the course at about 400 words a minute and
increased his rate 8 times. Our average student
begins at about 300 words a minute and works up
to speeds over 1,500 words~ minute.

J

You can do this, too!
"Reading dynamically/' says Ralph, "means that
I can cover both the required and the suggested
.reading for a course during the first ntonth of the
semester. That leaves time for more extracurricular
activities. On the weekend before an exam, I've
reread several complete texts."
You may not leam to read quite as fast as Ralph
Frey (and then again you might!), but the
nationally known. Reading Dynantics Institute
guarantees that you'll at least triple your reading
speed with good comprehension-or receive a full
tuition refund.
Just to show you that Ralph Frey is not unique,
here are the beginhing and ending speeds of high
school and college students in California.
Students
Light
Heavy
Reading
Reading
Robert C. Wilhelm
400 4,125
321 3,200
485 2,625
355 1,560
James R. Adams
227 1,514
186
900
Ben Stein

2600 CENTRAL SE
247-0066

PHONE 2.42•5124

If your clothes are becoming to youthey should be coming to us.

Varsity Barher Shops
LOCATIONS

•

H~:·ean

YOU SHOULD"SEE

Alterations

2408 Centra[ SE - Phone 243-4267
Basement of Student Union
Northwest Corner - Phone 277-4815

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Students-Faculty

ONE ELEVEN SHIRT SERVICE

2

1··

reject their parent' authority and
pay a substantial cost of their
education and housing.
The survey was designed by
NSA's Campus Environmental
Studiea Committee and the Educational Testing Service at
Princeton, New Jersey.
The NSA committee l';uggested
that results could be used to promote university adaptation to stu.dent needs and desires.

e Quality Dry Cleaning
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Students
Clyde Christofferson
Peter Momfield
Leonard L. Robinson
Bonnie Rose
Peter Kindschi
-John M. Gage
Steve Felstein
Kathleen Smith
Stephen Luthy
Sam Tralongo
Kenneth Kingsley
Linda Ludwig
Dave Weiman
Mary Gonis
Roger Chn Lee

Light
Reading
67l 2,500
335 1,600
355 3,030
206 3,000
318 1,688
441 2,197
548 2,126
395 3,500
390 4,800
341 2,857
924 3,145
300 2,913
463 3,045
230 2,900
370 2,680

Heavy
Reading
392 2,000
219
800
274 1,300
179 1,600
281
911
311 1,050
331 1,400
278 2,000
378 3,300
234 2,250
500 2,000
210 1,800
252

SEE FREE DEMONSTRATIONS
ALBUQUERQUE
MONDAY, SEPT.19
TUES., SEPT. 20
. 4:30 & 7:30P.M.
4:30P.M. & 7:30P.M.
.ROOM231 E
~OOM231 E
UNIV. OF NEW MExlCO-STUDENT UNION

1,710

The technique of dynamic reading was
discovered by a Utah schoolteacher.
Evelyn Wood first observed dynamic reading 18
years ago when a university professor read her
term paper at an amazing 6,000 words a minute.

•

'fou will see a Reading Dynamics groduate read ot oma%•
•ng speeds from o l>ook he has never seen before and
then tell in detail what he has reod.

•

You will see a Joc!lmenttOd film that includes adual inter·
views with Washington Congressmen who flave taktn the

course.

·

Y~u ~ll.leorn haw w.. con help you to faster reading,

•

Mrs. Wood's curiosity caused her to look for other
exceptional readers, and over the next few years,
she found. 50 people who could read faster than
1,500 words a minute, with finh comprehension
outstanding recall, and great reading satisfaction:
She was now sure it was possible to read faster
than anyone had thought, but the question of how
was not yet answered. It took .8 years of toil and
research, working with "natural" fast readers
before she developed a technique whereby average
students learn to read 3 to 10 times faster.

WJih Jlllprov.J Qlmp,.hensiOII, grwater recall•

~

ACHIEVEMENT WARRANTY

~ We guarantee to increase the reading eftici4 e'!ey of each student -!- T LEAST 3 til'ne$
WJth good eompl'ehenston. We will refund
the enti.re tuitio_n to any student who after
completing mlnunum class and study re4 9uire.me?tts, does not at least triple his readmg eftiCJency as measured. by our beginning
and ending tests.

•

7 ••••••••••••••••••••••••

~

J

i

Tomato & Cheese

PIZZA

$

FREE
& FAST
DELIVERY

~

~ ''
~

~

~
:
~

Eftlyn Wood

READING DYNAMICS INSTITUTE
207 Dortm(IJIIh NE

Albuquerque, N.M.

Phone 265-6761

FALL CLASSES NOW STARTING~

Albuquerque Classes Start Sept. 21
Las Cruces Classes Start Sept. 23 & 24

,.........................................

_____________ ._ ........ .

I

j

.MAIL COUPON 'rODA'r
Evelyn. Wood Reading Dynamics Institute
207 Dartmouth Nl:, Albuquerque, N.M. Dept. 1.9-1-4

:
:

IJnderstond thot I am IInder no obligation o~d thQf

I

L

CITY .. ' ............. ' •••• ' •• ' .. STATE •.. '. . . .

i

I

~

PleaSE. send descriptive folder and class

sc~edules. 1

:

~1

I :~ ~~:~'> : : : : : : : ::: : :: I
w..,._:zlu

fot

f

·························~

The nrst Reading Dynamics Institute was opened
in Washington, D.C. in September, 1959, Since
that time institutes have been opened in 61 cities
throughout the country, and national enrollment
for the courlle now tops 150,000.
At a recent teacher training conference Mrs. Wood
emphasized that dynamic reading is nothing like
the skimming techniques commonly used in speed
reading courses, "You read five times faster," she
pointed out, ''not by reading every fifth word, but
by reading nve times as many words in the same
amount of time." Mrs. Wood emphasized that
using her technique of rapid reading, every word
on the page is noted.

~.-.,

LAS CRUCES
MON., SEPT. 19 AND TUES., SEPT. 20
4:00, 6:30 and 8:00 P.M.
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY
MILTON STUDENT CENTERSENATE CHAMBER ROOM

165 1,300
277 1,800

Comprehension is "$tressed.

' ~~ '1
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~~~~~~~?-~~~~ Conference l-lit:s Snag
Stutlen_t Publications Board of tht! Associated Students of the Univer.iity of New Mexico.
Second class postage pald at Albuquerque, New Mexico>. l'rintcd by the University Printing Plant. Subscription rate: $4.50 for the sehool year, payable in advanee. AU editorials
and sig"ed columns express the views or thq 'WI'iter and not necessarily Utose of the Student Publications &.rd. or of the Unh•emity.

Editor-in-Chief ----------------------------------- James Jansson
Managing Editor --------------------------------- Lynne Frinde)l
Business Supervisor·-------------------------- Richard P. French
Advertising Manager ------------------------------ Richard Pfaff
Sports Editot• ---------------------------------------J eft' Dennard
Morning Editor ·---·------------·-------------.. --··--·---·- Yola Gradi
Associate Editors ---------------------- Bob Storey, Chuck Noland
Staff .......................________ Kay Ambabo, Jo Ann Bailey, Bill Hume
Staff Writers ---------- Carole Olguin, Brian Leo, Thomas Ormsby
Staff Cartoonist ----------------------------------- Duane Ulrich

ST. LOUIS (CPS) - Mter
two yea1·s of planning, the United
Campus Christian Fellowship,
sponsored a conference on higher
education, August 29-September
2 in St. Louis, Mo., to discuss
problems confronting students and
came up against one major ob-.
stacle-the 300 students there did
not know what was bothering
them.
, Leaders in business, university
administration, and student affairs at the consultation on "Education; Social Adjustment or Hu-

Uncle <:oms

ZIMMERMAN LffiRARY IS TOPS
THE UNM LIDRARY has been rated by the American
Council on Education in its nationwide survey of college
libraries as being among the top 40 in the nation.
The survey emphasized the relationship between the
quality of the library and the quality of education received
by graduate students. It said that the library "is the heart
of the university; no other single non-human factor is as
closely related to the quality of graduate education."
We agree wholeheartedly with the survey and would
cany it one step further: the quality of the library, it seems
to.,. us would not only affect the quality of the graduate
student's education, but it would also bear directly on the
quality of education of the undergraduate.
DR. KELLEY, head librarian, and the staff of Zimmerman Library have done a commendable job. To them we
extend our sincere congratulations.

REGISTRATION PROCESS IS IMPROVING
THERE IS something strange creeping into the registration procedure at UNM and to students who are used to .
dealing with the administration's snafu methods, it's disturbing.
H there is a student on campus who enjoys registration
a.11d looks forward to it each semester he must certainly
be the odd-ball-of-the-year. The average student finds it an
annoying and a time-consuming waste which usually results
in unavoidable frustration.
But to the old hands among the students, those that have
attended school four years or more, there is a noticeable
improvement and an obvious effort by the administration to
streamline procedures in the registration process.
We encourage tbem to keep searching for new methods to
streamline the process. If they continue, they may dispef
part of the old belief that the administration is basically
anti-student.
-Jim Jansson

,.

(ja/J/Jin'
By THOMAS ORMSBY
I suppose after spending the
summer in New York that it's
good to be back in Albuqu(lrque,
but I really can't figure out why.
New York is a fascinating city,
full of vibrant life, interesting
people and all sorts of cultural
activities.
Greenwich Village is more alive
than ever. Even since the water
shortage, all of the villagers have
been drinking LSD to help the
city out. Of course, they don't
quench their thirst, but then they
don't care either.
During the summer, one of the
highlights of the Village entertainment was a special appearance by Herb Addict and the
Marijuana Brass.

*

*

•

The first LOBO of this semester
carried a story which concerned
an interview with the Dean of
Students in which he reported
that as far as be knew there were
no drugs being used on this campus. The LOBO interviewer was
very impressed by the dean's remarks, but had no explanation
about dinosaurs which were wandering around in the dean's office.

*

*

*

Hand in hand with the new
semester, all of the networks are
exhibiting their new fall lineup
of televisions shows. As in past
years, KNME, UNM's TV station, is also presenting their new
shows which deal with UNM life.
For instance:
Tar Trek - the gripping series
about the Johnson Gym parking
lot.
Mission: Impossible - the continuing story of registration.
The Rat Patrol - A glimpse into
the life of Union Snack Bar
busboys.
The Thyme Tunnel-the Home Ec
department.
Runs, Buddy, Runs- the Union
Food Service.

'

,

* *

*

As is the case every year, the
computer fouled up registration
again. This year I tried to combine several P.E. courses with
psychology, and after having
completed all of the requirements
for selecting classes, I receive<l a
letter yesterday stating that despite the difficulty of such a schedule, I was now officially enrolled
in Abnormal Badminton.

..

land Liebert, representing the Na·
tiona! Student Association, and
Philip Werdell, editor of Moderator magazine, advocated studentorient!ld courses in which the class
including the professor, determine
course structure and material.
Werdell explained that in student-centered classes each person feels a responsibility to make
the class meaningful and relevant,
since no one person is leading it.
In the end, each student is committed to learning, and his definition of what he learns is as important as the professor's.
Delegates Nodded
Delegates nodded agreement as
they sat quietly and listened.
Paul Booth, SDS National Secretary, succeeded in provoking
those attending. He attacked
grades and exams as mere "conveniences" for graduate schools,
corporations, and the draft.
"They're one of the first tast.es
of authority and Tegirnentation
students get from the university,"
he said.
Booth claimed that university
management prevents t•evolt by
creating honors programs which
siphon oft' brighter students from
the less contentious majority to
avoid conflict and prevent revolt.
He added that all students should
confront professors and, as other
speakers suggested, plan their environment together.
Exchanged Anecdotes
A professor had advocated earlier, "If you do not like the system,
you better do something about it."
Booth elaborated: When profes·
sors do not present understandable or knowledgeable lectures,
students should:stand up and say
"you're ir;t:!ll!,!,YaJ\t:!, or "leaflet"
the classroom •. Booth encouraged
students to withdraw from established institutions and create free
universities.
In smaller non·directed discussion groups, students and administrators confronted each other,
but the students avoided broad
issues to exchange anecdotes about
their own campuses.

man Liberation" attempted to
challenge students to question
traditional classroom methods
and the general purpose of higher education.
No Definitions Given
The goal of education, conferees
decided, was "human liberation,"
but neither speakers nor participants could define the. term. Instead, speakers, lecturing from a
platform, proceeded to offer methods whereby students participated
more fully in their education.
Two conference speakers, Ro-

" * *
While in New York, I

did man~
age to take in a few shows that
were current on Broadway.
Among those were:
Funny Girl - the droll musical
;tbout the 1966 Summer LOBO
editor.
Luv - a spritely comedy about
the UNM English department.
On a Clear Day, You Can See
Forever -· the story of once in
a lifetime atmospheric ·conditions in New York.
The Persecution and Assassination of MIRAGE tls Performed
by the Inmates of Kappa Alpha
Under the Intention To Make
Me Look Bad - (I bad tickets
to this one, but it closed after
all the programs were burned,
so I didn't get to see it.)
Maim - an expose of the Student
Health Service.

...

..

*

Snack Bar. They are now closing
it daily at the height of the rush
hour {10:45 to 11:15) to "prepare
for the lunch hour." Actually, it's
so that we can't see what they
really do with the food left on the
plates in the morning,
You will also notice that there
are no free coffee :refills this year.
I think that we should all complain en masse about this appealing condition. There will be nothing to fill our pens with this year.

*

*

*

Uncle Tom will feature excerpts
during the year from the new
book about the Union Snack Bar:
"The Golden Age of Grease." The
first episode will appear next
week.

*

*

•

That's about all for this time.
Mter all, there's not much material yeL I haven't eaten in the
Snack Bar yet this semester,
Rodey hasn't produced their first
play, there has been no picketing
and the LOBO hasn't received any
letters yet.

29 Dorm Counselors
T~enty-nine

counselors have
been selected for the four men's
dormitories at UNM for the 196667 school yeat·. In addition, a
counselor was selected for the
Peace C01·ps Apartments on the
campus.
The men were selected on a
basis of scholarship, leadership,
and maturity, according to E.
James Smith, Director of Housing. Smith noted there were 60
applicants for the 12 new posts
added this fall. The counselot·s act
as leaders for the men living in
the dorms, providing assistance,
academic stimulus, and exemplat·s.
Will House 1200
More than 1200 young men will
live in the four dormitories.
The counselors were given an
extended ot·ientation program
that included, among other items,
a fit•e extinguisher school.
The new counselors are:
Peace Corps Apartments--Steve
StuaTt of Raton.
Onate Hall-Lanny Rominger
of Silver City; Dennis O'Mara of
Los Alamos; Carl Ertwine, Berwick, Pa.; and Steve Bacchus of
Albuquerque. Rominger is head
resident advisor; O'Mara will
head Chirichahua House in the
dorm, Ertwine will head Toltec
House and Bacchus will head
Acoma House.
Others Listed
Alvarado Hall-John Watson
and Torn Toppino of Albuquerque, Tim Weaver of Livermore,
Calif., and Gary Wilson of San
Antonio, Tex. Watson will be head
resident advisor; Weaver, Toppino and Wilson will head, respectively, Kearny House, Cornanchero
House and Kiowa House. ,
Mesa Vista Hall-,M'arlt··Jones
of Mexico City; Joe RightmYer of
Gretna, La.; Bill • Cl¥ffora of
Courtland, N.Y.; and six from
New Mexico communities: Charlie
Ray of Artesia, Larry Hatler of
Central, Bill Pringle of Santa
Cruz, Gene Glasgow of Rincon,
.Matilda Martinez of Tucumcari
and Carl Sparks of Fort Sumner. Ray will be head resident
advisor. Jones and Sparks will
head Yaqui Hou!IC; Hatler will
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DISTRUBUTING MAIL in preparation fpr the new academic year are four new counselors at UNM
residence balls for men.. From the left are Joe Rightmyer, New Orleans; Steve Bacchus, Albuquerque, Tom Toppino, New Orleans, aDd John Watson, Albuquerque.
head Aztec House; Clifford and
Rightmeyer will head Mendoza
House; Pringle will head Escalante House; Glasgow and Martinez will head Mossman House.
Lo•ako Is Coonlillato:r
Coronado Hall-Larry Kennedy
of Menlo Park, Calif.; Don Tucker of East Aurora, N.Y.; Drew
Melnick of Dennis, Mass.; Ross
MacAskill of Fall Brook, Calif.;
and the following from New Mexico communities: Randy Boeglin
of Carlsbad, Jim McAdams of
Hobbs, Gerald Hobson of Anthony, John Rohovec of AJamogor-

do, John Thomas of Gallup, Steve
Black of Las Cruces, Chris Eng
of Santa Fe, and George Vaux of
Tucumcari. Boeglin will be head
resident advisor. Vaux, Hobson
and Thomas will head Chimayo
House within the dorm; Kennedy
and Melnick will head Tewa
House; Black and MacAskill will
head Mescalero House; Robovec
and Eng willhead Navajo House;
McAdams and Tucker will head
Pueblo House.
Administrators of the men's
residence balls include Smith,
Lawrence' Lomako, personn"el

co-

ordinator, and Roscoe E. Storment, assistant director.

UNM Arf ShOWS

Raymond Jonson, director of
the Jonson Gallery at UNM, has
announced the schedule of art exhibits for the Gallery for the remainder of the year.
Recent photographs by Albert
V. Vogel will be on display
through Sept. 30. An assistant
professor of education at UNM,
Vogel's photographs have appeared in many magazines, university quarterlies, and art journals.
Taos Group to EJ'hibit
From Oct. 2 to Oct. 28, GROUP
7 of Taos will present their first
exhibition. The ''new" GROUP in·
eludes John R. Depuy, Ollie
Sihvonen, Wesley Rusnell, Beatrice Mandelman, Louis Ribak,
and Louis Catusco, all of whom
are painters, and Rini Templeton,
a sculptor.
Ed Garman, formerly of Albu·
querque and presently of Imperial
Beach, Calif., will present an exhibition of his most recent works
from Oct. 30 through November
25. His display is titled "Variations of a Sculpture."
Final Show Nov. 27
The final 1966 exhibition, slated
Nov. 27-Dec. 30, will be presented
by Catherine Fisher, Albuquerque
artist. Her works will include
both oil and polymer mediums.
Currently Jonson Gallery, 1909
l.as Lomas NE, contains the 17th
AniJ.Ual Summer Exhibition of
Jonson's recent works. Visitors
are welcome daily from noon until
6 p.m. to the building, located
across from the Law School parking lot.

Activities Night Set For September 23
Sixty-three campus organizations will participate in the annual UNM activities night, a program designed to give incoming
freshmen an idea of the many
activities offered to them.
Booths will be set up Friday
night, Sept. 23, in the Union ballroom from 6 to 10 p.m.
Various re1igious groups,· bon-

oraries, and campus clubs will
present displays of their programs
and activities.
Booths will be judged for the
most original, most attractive, and
the one with the best. theme, and
winners will be awarded trophies.
There is no admission charge and
the public is invited.

Qlllll .aAN liOOJIJJi:
The Stock Market,
A Real Lile Fable
By ARTHUR HOPPE
Sa.a

Fn~•riaro

Cllrcmiele

Once upon a time there was a funny looking beast called a Stock
MarkeL It bad the head of a bull and the tail of a bear. Or maybe it
was the other way around. Because nobody could ever tell which way
it was going.
Sometimes it went up, which made everybody rich and happy. And
sometimes it went down, which made everybody poor and sad.
As it affected their lives so directly, the people naturally had a deep
and mystic faith in the Stock Market. And they worshipped the incantations of its priests, who would chant things like "nmking a temporary readjustment'' when the Market went down, and "reflecting a
healthy economy" when the Market went up.
Then. one day, the Market reftected a healthy economy by making a
temporary readjustment. Zooommm-SPl.AT!

* '

*

Panic and bewilderment ensued. Nobody could explain why the
?!Iarket had decided to go down rather than up. Nobody, that is, except the noted Market analyst, Dr. Homer T. Pettibone.
"The Stock 1\larket," he explained, "is not only a wondrous looking
beast, it is endowed with extrasensory perception. It knows what we're
thinking. And it is eager to please us.
"Therefore, it moves whichever way we think it will move. If most
of us think it will go up, it goes up. And if most of us think it will go
down, it goes down. If we think it's a bull, it'-s a bull. If we think it's
a bt>.ar, it's a bear. This is the. sole factor that controls its movement.
"Titus, all we need do to be rich and happy is to think rich and
happy thoughts.."
And it worked! Everybody agreed to think the Stock Market was
going to go up. So, thinking it would gu up, they gave it offerings of
money. Consequently, it went up and up and up and up. And everybody grew rich and happy.
No one was prouder than Dr. Pettibone. He showed his young son,
Homer II, his thousands and thousands of receipts for the offerings
he'd given the Market. "One day, son," he said, beaming, "these will
be yours!'
"I'd rather have an apple," said Homer II.
"But these are certificates of our faith in the Stock Marlwt, which
is half bear, half bnU and endowed with extrasensory perception. It's
what makes you rich and happy.''
"There's no such animal," said Homer II. "It's a mythical beast/'
At first, Dr. Pettibone was shocked. Then he was thoughtful. Then
he picked up the phone and whispered: "Sell short."
When the news leaked that Dr. Pettibone himself had lost faith in
his theory• everybody thought the Market would go down. And with
everybody thinking that ••• Well, zilOnmmm-SPLAT!
"See/' said poor Dr. Pettibone sadly to his poor, sad son tls they
stood in the bread line, ''I was right all along."

*

*

"'

You returning students may
Moral: The things you've got to believe in to be rich and happy
have noticed a new policy by the these days you wouldn't believe.

·•
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More than rumour
hath it that the
more impeccable
gentry at campus
recommend the
Proprietor as their
provisioner. A few proofs are
pictorialized here. Other
samples are offered for personal
inspection daily. Make haste. The
semester starts instanter.
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Criticized
NSA
Organization
Is
"Woolf"
·
Are
·
Praised
"Zhivago",
By TJIOniJ:AS ORMSBY
Exch1ding the purpose of a
review, i.e., whether it is to entice persons to see a particular
film or wlwthcr it is to provide
a means by which one may compare his or her opinion with that
of the reviewm•,. this multiple review is offered.
The films in question are two
which have been exhibited in
Albt1qucrque fm· longer than it
would take for all in teres ted
viewers to see them. No matter,
as both movies are their own
monuments to the finest achievements of motion picture quality.

***

The paired casting of Elizabeth
T11ylor and Richard Burton has
provided the viewing public with
some of the juiciest scandals in
years and h11s also armed most
discl·iminating movie fans with
an ever-increasing bias as to the
couple's acting talents, save perblips Burton's solo appearance in
recent productions, in which he

has excelled. The Burtons have
tm·ncd out nothing more than a
consistent pm·ade of tt·ashy and
reg'rettablo films.
l~ra Ends
However, that unfortunate era
seems . to have come to till end
with the release of "Who's
Afraid of Virginia Woolf.'' Take
n fine play, a surprisingly tal·
cntcd dil:ector, seven million dollars, black and white film and
the long-dormant acting ability
of a sex symbol and her Shukespearc-sahn·ated husband and you
end up with a production that
will both amaze and impress you.
Having bombed
everything
from "National Velvet' 'to "The
Sandpiper," Elb;abeth Taylor
has finally shed her box-office
figure fot• a portrayal of deep
greatness and lasting quality.
Who would have ever thought
that the addition of twenty
pounds and a grey fright hairdo
would project Liz as a realistic
actress with long overdue talent.

THE NEW MEXICO LOBO

OMNIBUS
The Arts- Entertainment- Society
of The University of New Mexico

Starts Sept. 22

Albuquerque Light Opera
Will Open With "Sunshine"
By BRIAN LEO
The Albuquerque Light Opera
will open its fall season on September 22 with a very funny, nutty musical, "Little Mary Sunshine" by Rick Besoyan.
There are a number of UNM
students in the production, fnclullingg Leslie Burger, Evie Brown,
Andi Poole, Richard Martinez,
and Vince Garcia.

'.

The lead role of Little Mary
Sunshine (that's her name), is
played by Mary Potts, and a man
named "Big Jim" Warrington,
who plays the captain of the forest rangers, if you could say
someone "plays'' a forest ranger.
No wait a minute: Berneil Smith
plays L.M.S. whose name is really
Mary Potts, and Big Jim Warrington IS a forest mnger inhabited by Leonard Hanny. That's
much better.
So there's this heroine,. and
she's up in the Colorado mountains. Don't interpret that line
wrong, I mean she's in the Colorado mountains.
Eternal Smile
The heroine wears an eternal
smile, so's you can tell her from
the rangers-more about that
latet•. Among the cast are the
customary "juvenile soubrettes,"
(that's like a girl who goes out
to Colorado to find a forest ranger); assorted comedians (they're
not from Albuquerque); and ''a
few Indians for good measure"
(no comment.) There's also a for•
est type called Corporal Billy
Jester and watch out for him.
The musical can be seen at the
Light Infantry Playhouse, 113
Alvarado N.E., on Sept. 22, 23,
24, and then on Sept. 29, 30, and
Oct. 1. Reservations for tickets
may be made by calling out
"255-0077."

Such is the CAse, however, in
"Vil·g·inia Woolf.''
Burton Shines
Richard Btll'ton, too, having
gained the 1n1hlit•'s confidence as
a loyal arrhbishop, a cold spy
and a d<.'frorlwd priest in previous
films, has consummated his versatility as the tired college ']lt'ofi•SsO!' burcli.'JWd with his job, his
wife, and his superficial hate and
deep love for his frolicking wife.
GcOl'g'l'. and Martha are characters that nag at one's guilt.
They are all-too-real human beings who have stripped themselves of all the veneer that
shrouds polite society and have
exposed themselves to person11l
degradation, humiliation, and
the bondage between them that
goes far beyond theh· sadistic
cohabitation.
We can only speculate as to
who might consider Edward Albee (the author) a genius, but it
seems as if everyone should. He
has captured, or more correctly,
revealed, the living .room and bedt•oom ·private dl·ama that "happily married" couples must surely
cover up with their incomes, their
"love of life'' and their "smile
for the neighbors, dear" existence.
Masterful Talent
Only two people know the degree of personal experience that
went into the Burtons' performances, but the screened result
depicts masterful talent whatever
the SOUl'Ce.
It would be most disappointing
if we did not see four Oscars
awarded to this brilliant film.
Two for the stars, one for the
direction and one for the best
film.
Never before has a movie
caused such a diversity of opinions by viewers. But if nothing
else, the opinions you hear will
•reveal wh,at your friends are
really like and how they react to
a depiction of human behavior
at its most real level. No one
will say that you'll like "Virginia
Woolf,'' but almost everyone will
say that you should see it-and
indeed you should.

Rod Stieger, have ·personified
Pastet•nak's
characters
with
graphic realism and convincing
emotions.
Cameras Travel Widely
The cameras traversed from
Spain to Finland and back again

Fiction and Nonfiction
Paperback~

GEORGIA O'KEEFFE is shown
here greeting guests at the
opening of her work in the
Gallery of the Fine Arts Cen•
ter. Georgia O'Keeffe was born
in Wisconsin, studied art in
Chicago, but soon emigrated to
Taos in 1929, where she began
her career. She holds a Doctor
of Fine Arts degree from UNM
and also from William and
Mary College, and a Doetor of
Letters degree from the Unisity of Wisconsin.
This collection of over 40
works will continue through
Oct.13.

gamzmg my seminar, contacting
speakers, and getting reference
material, but the reading material
was not mailed out, and the
schedule changes are cutting my
speakers and discussion sessions
apart," complained Steve Sunderland of the national staff,
NSA officials explained the poor
planning as having resulted fro~
a change in personnel just before
the congress and unfamiliarity
with a complex job.
Delegates Blamed
Sunderland, who was condueting the seminar on student freedoms, continued, "The delegates
blame this mess on the staff, but
still its not entirely our fault.
These kids keep coming in 20 to
50 minutes late and interrupting
speakers and discussion sessions.
Sunderland was talking about the
phenomenom of what was called
NSA time by which you always

Many Are. He'Ped
•
BY StUde n t AI dS

f
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'Zflivago~ Praised·

>!< >!< >!<

Many are the stories of novelists who would not attend a show~
ing of their stories which had
been so brutally bastardized by
Hollywood screenwriters. The
exceptions can be counted on one's
hand: "Gone With the Wind,"
"To Kill a Mockingbird," etc. If
you will allow an enormous presumption, it would quite 'l(:ertainly appear to Boris Pasternak
that his "Doctor Zhivago'' survived the transition remarkably
well, bolstered by a superb cast,
unique direction and a combination of cinematic talents that
eclipse all other epic efforts.
Lean's Masterpiece
The producer, David Lean, has
emerged from his previous accomplishments in "Bridge on the
River Kwai" and "Lawrence of
Arabia'' to achieve an ever
greater admiration for his incomparable ability to translate
from book to screen.
The. combined efforts of Julie
Christie, Omar Sharif, Geraldine
Chaplin and Tom Courtenay, in
addition to the absolute talent of

I

Which in Elephantonial terms means
AMB HAS COME TO UNMI Yes, now
you have your own bank, on campus,
providing you with the most convenient way to take care of your high
financing. Look into Thrifticheck • • •
no monthly service- charge! Just pay
for your checks as you need them.
Check cashing a problem? Nevermorel When you open your account,
you are assured of instant service,
and you can't get much quicker than
that! Come in soon and open your ac.'
count, with all the features we have
going for us . . • it just makes good
sense.

298-1828
Ch ildrens' Books
Bargains

JiJ~/LUNCH
••
...
p1ZZ8rama

arys all legislation was evaluated
arrived at meetings 20 to 55 min- such as foreign films, and enter- and voted upon. Once out of the
tainment, including folk singers
utes late.
committees all legislation passed
"You can say a lot against this and a poetry reading by beat to the congress steering commitCongress, but still despite the poet Alan Ginsberg,
tee where it was stylized and
Cauc11ses Formed
politics and the poor planning,
placed on the calander according
I'm learning a lot," said Sherrie
The congress broke down into to importance,
Lewis of Salem College. "Just caucuses after the meeting of the
In the· legislative plenarys all
being around the people from day. They were divided into ~he legislation was received and voted
other schools and getting a conservative
caucus,
whicll upon by the entire congress and
chance to talk about our pro- changed its name to the moder· if approved was placed . in t~e
grams helped me a lot," she said. ate caucus, the radical middle codification of policy whtch will
UNM N SA Co-ordinator Tom caucus, the small college caucus, be used by next year's congress.
Joule said, "We should get back and the most well attended and
At the end of the congrells one
to student services and get away acknowledged left group which
delegate expressed his feelings.
from politics.'' This Congress has was the liberal study group.
"Even though there was a lot
given me a chance to compare
These caucuses gave the deleUNM to other schools and we are gates a chance to express and de- of disappointment with this con·
gress we have still learn~d a l?t
5 years ahead of most schools as bate their opinions.
and got valuable experience m
far as organization and student
During the last days of the meeting and working with peogovernment is concerned," Joule sessions the committee broke
!laid. "We have long established into small drafting committees to p le " said Jack Burch of South'
of Memph'IS.
programs that other schools are propose legislation for the up- western
just now thinking about start- coming pleanary sessions. In
ing.''
drafting legislation the style and
Workshop Tactics Varied
procedures set by the rules comDuring the congress delegates mittee were followed and they
attended workshops on topics provided valuable experience in
such as draft, drugs, sex educa- the legislative process.
tion, tutorial programs, and exLearned a Lot
perimental education.TheseworkOn the night before the plenshops featured speakers and discussion leaders who presented
new ideas and information on curFOR EXPERT
Hair Cuts-Razor Cuts
rent trends.
Along with the workshops, the
Hair Coloring and Styling
congress delegates were assigned
to committees on subjects such
IT'S
as the educational envi't'onment,
RUDY'S BARBER SHOP
cirriculum evaluation, student
(by the pool)
One of the many problems a come. The adjustment is made on programing, student freedoms,
the
number
of
children
in
the
and
student
government
reform
student encounters in going to
WIHAKE~YOU
In the College '""
college is gathering money for family and the number of child- as well as national and internaren
in
school.
A
student
may
bortional
affairs.
~
tuition and books. The students
Grand & Ash NE
1500
Seminar leaders lead discussion
who attend school on scholar- row up to $1000 per year, $
ship fight to keep that all-impo:- or graduate students, and a max- groups which investigated problooK vouRIIlST
Appointments Available-2.42-8988
!ems in these areas based on the
tant grade point. ~-~~ay the~r imum of $7500 for six years.
Repayment of the USAF loan participants experience and inforway through colle~te 1 Wtth thetr
grades. But most students fi.nd begins the tenth month after ter- mation gained through the workother sources of money wh1eh mination of studies with defer• shops. Many. of the seminars were
means either a part-time job or a ments for Peace Corps volunteers. of the unstructured type in which
Only the statement of income and the delegates decided what they
student loan.
Charles J. Sheehan, Director of the students signature are re- . wanted to. cover and helped de·
the UNM Student Aids office-, quired for the loan, said· Shee• velop the cirrlculm for the semi"'
nar.
told the LOBO that he had many nan.
'•
Sheenan also described one of
The delegates day was also ·
thousands of dollars in aid money
the
new
programs
available
under
:tilled
with
cultural
presentations
available tO students who qualified. "More and more of the stu- the Higher Education Act of 1965.
dents are becoming aware of what. The Educational. Opportunity"
we have over here, and the)!'. are Grants are offered to .students
sure taking advantage of it," with exceptional financial need.
"We really went out and beat the·
Sheehan said.
(Continued from page 6)
bushes to get these kids." Shee- the Russian Revolution·, a conflict-·
Daub Liatell·
nan said. These students are those
UNM is now participating in who show academic promise, but which was to uproot countless
the new United Student Aid loan without this aid would not be lives and terminate many others.
The events of 1917 blotted out
program which uses both state, able to go to college.
the upper class serenity in which
school and federal funds to guarHandled
Separately
yound
Zhivago .prospered, and he
antee student loans obtained
was
thrust
into a violent world
Sheenan
said
that
43
per
cent
through a!-'ea lending institutions.
of
itinerancy,
running to and
of
the
180
students
on
EOG
Sheehan said that UNM had
from
his
two
loves-the
young
$410,000 dollars in u~~ ~oner· grants family incomes under and. lovely wife Tonya and the
$3000
and
73
per
cent
of
them
had
Member banks participating m
appealing >aDd vibrant Lara.
the loan program can be found incomes under $5000. .All of the
Yuri
never finds his place in life,
$85,000
allotment
has
been
used
in Alamogordo, Artesia, Carlseven
after the trials of having
for
this
program.
bad, Clovis, Deming, Espanola,
other
people force his careers
In
regards
to
the
new
policy
Farmington, Hobbs, Las Cruces,
Los Alamos, Portales, and Ros- of not allowing students to defer upon him.
"Zhivago" is a film to be seen
well. Banks in Santa Rosa, Silver their tuition payments Sheenan
City, Springer, Taos, and Tucum- said that exceptions will be made more than once.
cari are also involved.
if the circumstances are right.
In Albuquerque are Albuq~er "We handle each case separately,
que National Bank and American and we judge each one sepBank of Commerce arc participa- arately."
ting lending institutions. How"UNM also has $465,0d0 in
ever, the loan officer from ANB Work-study money, and $445,000
said that they had already ex· in National Student Defense
hausted their USAF allotment. Loans.'' Sheenan said. "Some arABC still has some of these USAF rangement can be made for any
loans available, and these are student who has a real desire
obtainable through the branch and the potential to go to col•
office located in the Union. Under lege.''
provisions of the act enabling the
program loaning institutions the
What is the difference between
fee payed to the lending institu· literature and journalism? Journtions should be one half of one alism is unreadable, and literapercent of the total loan amount ture is not read.-Oscar Wilde
received per year.
All I know is just what I read
Only Signatures Required
in
the papers.-Will Rogers
The USAF loans are available
to any student in good standing,
The gallery in which the reand whose parents have an anporters
sit has become a fourth
nual income of under $15,000 or
estate of the realm.-Macaulay
over $161000 on an adjusted in·

By BOB STOREY
The annual National Student
Association Congress, which was
held at the University of Illinois
this summer, brought student
leaders from schools throughout
the nation for an exchange of
ideas and information. The Congress gave the students a chance
to express their opinions about
national issues and the course of
NSA.
During the Congress it became
apparent that there was .not
enough planning and orgamzation and this coupled with the
controversy of the resolutions on
the war in Viet Nam, and the
draft, added to the dissatisfaction
among the delegates.
Delegates and staff alike expressed irritation for the poorly
planned congress, and, as the
pressure from the debates and
the rough schedule grew, tempers
flared and comments became outspoken. ''I spent three weeks or-

......

NEW MEXICO BOOK COMPANY
89 Winrock Center

to record the story of Yuri Zhivago, his \ife, his loves, and his
quest for some sort of final realization of happiness -· a futile
goal.
·
The story imposes itself upon
(Continued on page 7)
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When You Must Keep Alert

TIME at

.TACK'S LOUNGE
&

NEW MENU I NEW EXCITING SANDWICHES !
NEW HOURS FROM 11:00 AM

AMERICAN BANK OF COMMERCE
Third & Central NW

•

The University of New Mexico

•

Sun port

-

Nancy-Scoff Uniform Center
Uniforms
Mens and Ladies Lab Wear

When you can't afford to be drowsy,
inattentive, or anything less than all
there . .. here's how to stay on top.
VERV continuous Action Alertness
Capsules deliver the awakeness of
two cups of coffee, stretched out
up to six hours. Safe
''--·
and non-habit-forming.
V..tr!!
/IJI-P-fl

COCKO'WALK
WBAVBS

For sporting bloods, the Proprietor has assembled
the cockiest breed of sport shirts to date. In weaves
of roosterish vigour. ln addition to the good cotton
herringbone shown, twills and oxfords abound.

irtttttutt~

s

TERRACE AT CENTRAL SE
2516 Central S.E.

2.42-6591
continuous Action
Alertness Capsules

.. '
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Unfavored Wolfpack Upsets Utass, 17-8

CARL (Crusher) JACKSON leads Carl Bradford around left end as members of the Utah State
Aggies close in. Tlte Lobo running game didn't have its usual success against the big Utag line led
here by Ocie Austin (81) and Lance Gross (31).

Sports Mogozine
Rotes BYU Tops

SPORTS PAGE
EDITOR JEFF DENNARD

Frosh Will Boost
Tankmen's Power
Head swimming coach Robert
K. Barney has announced that the
UNM swimming team will be off
to a good start this year with the
addition of six promising high
school recruits.
Bob Milne, from Highland High
School, who will be swimming in
the lOO-and 200-yd. freestyle competition holds a records of 49.4 in
the 100 free. He will also be used
in the relays.
Freshman Kirk Hoopes from
Las Vegas, Nevada, who holds a
record of 2:07.6 in the 200-yd. individual medlay, will continue in
this same competition at UNM.
Diver Recruits Good
Mike McGregor, also a freshman, from Las Vegas, Nevada,
will be competing in the 200

Thunderbird Editor
Seeks Contributors
Prospective staff members and
contributors are invited to the informal coffee hour planned Sept.
26 by Luis Calviilo-Capri, editor
of Thunderbird, the University of
New Mexico's literary-art magazine.
The coffee is scheduled at 7:30
p.m. in room 231-B of the Union.
The editor announced that positions are open for art and poetry
editot·s, associate editor and staff
t·eaders. He is already accepting
contributions of poetry, essays,
short stories, book reviews, and
critiques for the Fall issue due to
appear late in October.
The Thunderbird office is located
in the Annex of the Joumalism
Building, Central and Yale NE.
For the newspaper itself is
contradictory, which is one way
of saying that it is a very human
entetprise.-Gerald W. Jilhnson

breaststroke. His previous record
is 2:24.2.
A graduate of New Mexico Military Institute from California,
Cht:is Scott, will be swimming
the 20() breast, the 100 IM, and
in the relays. His lM record is
1:05.
The two freshmen divers recruited are Paul Mundorff, highschool all-American from Bartlesvme, Oklahoma; and Tom Crowley from Dick Smith's Swim Gym
in Phoenix, Arizona.
Recprd Holders Returns
Returning swimming lettermen
will be Tom Hendrey, a junior,
who holds the school record in the
500 and 200 free. He will also be
competing in the 1000 free-a
new event in collegiate meets.
Sophomore Ralph Remington,
who was rated the fourth best in
the world in the 100 backstroke
in 1965, will be returning to compete in the IM and 200 back.
Tom Me11ars, a senior, who was
inelligible last season, will be returning to compete in the 100 butterfly. He held eighth position in
the NCAA ratings his junior year
with a record 0:53.
Jon Mayhew, a sophomore, will
return to defend his school record
of 2:05.2 in the 200 fly.
Carter Shillig, a junior who
holds the school record in the 50
and 100 free, is also a returnee.
Coach Barney, who has increased UNM wins by 80 per cent since
taking over the position, said that
the toughest competitors for this
year will be Utah, who has won
the
conference
championship
every year since the conference
has been in existence; and BYU,
who is expected to surprise its
competitors this year.
The UNM swimming team, for
the first time boasting a strength
of 1S men, will provide stiff competition this year, said Barney.

The Collegiate Press Sel'Vice
The anti-lecture has arrived on
the conference scene.
Speaking to students and campus administrators at a recent
United Campus Christian Fellowship conference on higher education, Philip Werdell, editor of
Moderator, said, "I have been told
that if r recited my speech back~
wards, or if I stood silently for
three minutes, you listeners would
clap just as you would if I read
what I have written.''

WANT ADS

Chakaa Meeting
Chakaa members are reminded
of the meeting in the Union, room
231·D, Tuesday night at 7:30.

WARNING
~f<,"tjaO}'-~

We are ready again to serve you
our delicious
COLD ROOT BEER
by the Iced Mug, Quart or Gallon

o.,.~~lt'

READE'S A&W ROOT BEER

DRIVE IN
3627 Monte Vista NE
.

Conference Speaker
Gives Anti-lecture

UReform Meet
Set for Glorieta

He who hesitates spends Christmas in Albuquerque.
Make reservations NOW for the Holidays.

Welcome Back Students

256-TTlB

Sports Illustrated, in its annual
football preview, picks Alabama
to successfully defend its national
title this year. If the Crimson
Tide does defend the mythical
title it will be the first to do so
since Army turned the trick in
the years 1944-46.
As far teams in the Rocky
Mountain region the men of SI
pick Utah State to head the pack
and to be followed cJosely by New
Mexico State, BYU, and Arizona
State.
The fight for honors in the
Western Athletic Conference
should take place mainly between
BYU and ASU with Wyoming and
Arizona in close pursuit.
In commenting on New Mexico,
Sports Illustrated said that we
are lacking depth for two platoon
football, but that our running
attack should be strong again.
The forecast also lists the top
25 college teams over the last 42
years. At the top of the heap is
Notre Dame, a team which has
won 10 national championships.
The main reason for picking the
men at Alabama for first place
is that they have 34 returning
lettermen and of course they have
Paul "Bear" Bryant.

the Wolves lost the ball on an
(Continued from page 1)
interception.
A fifteen yard :Penball back on the next play as
alty
moved
the
ball to the New
Safety Ace Hendricks intercepted
Mexico
15.
Edwards
threw to
Edward~>' pass on the UNM 37.
Clark
for
a
TD
on
first
down. On
Both teams then traded punts,
the
try
for
the
extra
)?oint
Paul
and with first and ten on the
Smith
broke
through
and
blocked
fifty yard line the Lobos found
the Midas Touch. Beitler hit the kick. The score was New
Emilio Vallez with a pass on the Mexico 17, Utah State 8 with
30. With the aid of a block from 13:31 left in the thil:d quarter.
Ball Changed Hands
Seiders, Vallez galloped into the
Neither
team could move the
end Zone untouched. Seiders
ball
in
the
next two series of
added the extra point and the
downs.
Then
there were three
Wolfpack led 10-2 with 3:37 requick
turnovers
as the Lobos
maining in the half.
fumbled, then intercepted a pass
IAbos Scored Again
and in turn had one of its passes
After the kickoff the Aggiea heisted. Four playg passed by
held the ball for about one second before Watson fumbled and War~
as Maughan fumbled on first xen recovered fQr the Lobos. The
down. The Lobos moved to the quarter ended uneventfully as the
State 3 with the help of a bit of teams each punted.
offensive ra.zzle-duzle. On an end
The Utags fared somewhat
around, double reverse, Norm better in the third period as they
Kreuter tossed a pass to quarter- gained 33 yards rushing and four
back Beitler who xaced to the yards ')lassing. State lost the ball
3 yard line. On the next '))lay twice and forced the Lobos into
Beitler threw to Seiders over the three turnovers. The Lobo demiddle for the score. Seiders fen:;;e was on the field for most of
added the point after and the the quarter as the offense was
score was 17-2 with 0:26 to go stymied and lost three yards for
in the half. The Utags fumbled their efforts in the entire period.
again as the half ended, but reIn the fourth quarter the 20,covered the ball themselves. '
570 fans attending watched the
In the seeond quarter the Lobos New Mllxico offense fail comcontrolled the ball as if they pletely and the defense fight off
owned it. The Wolfpack had the the charging Utags.
ball fol· 25 plays while the Utags
Utags Get Moving
had but 8 offensive plays. The
Utah State finally got its runtough Lobo defense held Utah ning game moving as it sta\·ted
State to two first downs in the using a quarterback keeper and
half and eight yards rushing. The running the ends ·Of the tiring
Utag total defense was a meager New· .Mexico defense. The Aggies
forty yards. The Lobos on the fought their ay to the UNM 8
other hand gained 173 yards on yard line and there on fourtl1
the ground and through the air. down and needing five yards for
In addition the Lobos took the a first down Edwards rolled out
ball away from the Aggies six to pass. HI:! was hit jm;t as he
tirues via fumbles and pass in- threw,.the ball and the pass fell
terceptions.
incomplete. Following the ·play
The second half started with Edwards was taken from the
the Lobos kicking to the Aggies field on a streteher with suspected
and holding for four downs. On head injuries. He was held at a
their first play of the second half local hospital over night for observation and was released Sunday morning.
The Lobos held the ball for
three downs and then punted to
their own 49. Two plays later the
Lobos put the game away for
keeps as John Pautsch intercepted his second pass of the
The UNM student government night. The Lobos then held the
will hold a Conference on Uni- ball until there was only 0:58 to
versity Reform from September go in the game and held the
30 through October 3 at the .Ar~ Utags as they tried to score.
Coach Weeks summed up the
rowhead Methodist Assembly in
game by saying "We made more
Glorieta.
The Conference is being held mistakes than in any other startto promote understanding and ing game, but we've got a bunch
communication among the three of kids out there who bate to
aspects of the university environ- lose.''
ment. Student government lead- Utah Stat.. CAllE STATISTICS
New Mexico
ers, administration and members 8
first d()wtUO
10
105
rushing
Jrardage
JU
of the faculty will be placed to- 50
p ... inl!l yardage
119
gether in an informal situation 155
total yardqe
173
41
punting llVerattf!!
83
to exchange ideas and informa- Z-20
panalti..,
8-l!O
tion.
5-'1
flilllbles lost
1·1
.,.,..,. intA!fc:eptm by
4
The project has gorwn out of 2
the Student-Faculty Association, New Muiw .•..••.•...• 3 1( 0 Q-,\7
which holds luncheons fox stu~ Utah State ............. 2 o 6 o- 8
dents an dfaculty members. It
was ffllt that a retreat would
further help to improve relations.
The group wiii be addressed
by. Governor Jack M. Campbell, CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES<
UNM president. Tom Popejoy, 4 line lid.. 6fH:-4 tim.,., $2.00. Inaertions
bo! submitted bY noon on day bo!lol'f!!
ASUNM president. Dan Denni- muot
publication tel Room 159, Student Publicason, and a member of the UNM tio!IS Building, Phon.,. 277~002 .,, 271·4102.
faculty.
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2212 Central SE

Phone 243·6749
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RIGHT ACROSS CENTRAL
FROM THE UNIVERSITY

FOR RENT
ROOM. Iis:ht. .airY and clean. $40 per
month.. Walking dlstant:c from eampus.
RespoJlllible girl or boy. Meals i£ desired.
306 Stanford SE.
EFFICIENCY
apartment,
tumished.
Wat..r k gas 1>ald. $40 per munth. Clolte
l.o campuo. Call 268~843. 9/19, 21, 22, 23.
TIIREE ho"""" a......,. trom CivU Enll'inccrlnt:, one at $55.00 and one at $40.00, Each
<lff""' hoUsing tor two or more students.
Sec .Mr. Doh Taylor at the Christian Students• Cent..r. 201i University NE, 242-

0450.

SERVICES
TYPEWRITER llllles lc Npalr. Sp..,lal
rates to UNM otndents on all machines.
Fr.!e pieku)) A delivery. E & E Typewriiel' Sl!rvlee, 2217 Coal SE, phone 2430588.

ltELP WANTED
WANTED HY RECORD CLUD OF
AMERICA CAMPUS
REPRESENTATIVE TO EAUN
OVER $100 IN SHORT TIME
WriU!n tor information tel: Mr. :Ed Denovy,
Coll<#e JJu"""u MaiJIUI'er, R<!mrd Club or
A1>1"1iea, 128/l E. t'rineC88 Street, York,
PmnsYivanla 17405.
HIGH INCOME JOBS ON CAMPUS
Get a high paying job in aalcs, distribu·
Uon or ma~ket rcseatdt rlgltt on your own
campuo. n...,.,., a ealnptl$ l'cpresentntive
for over forty )hngnzine, Amerlean Alrlln.,.,

Operation lbteh, ct.c. and earn big part.

time money doing int..t""tll!n work. APPlY

ri~rht ·~ CollolA:lnt.. Marketing, Dept. H,

27 E. 22 St., New York, N.Y. 10010.

Student

on

(Ed. note: This is the first of
three stories dealing with the trip
to South America this !\Ummer
made by Luis Calvillo-Capri, a
senior n1ajoring in Latin American Studiees at UNM. Calvillo
left Albuquerque June 15 and
visited seven J.. atin American
countries
in
two-and-a-half
months.)
By JO ANN BAILEY
The "average" Latin American
student is not as explosive as he
is pictured in the United States.
At least this is the way Luis
Calvillo-Capri feels after spend·
ing two-and-a-half months this
summer touring Mexico, Guatamala, El Salvador, Honduras,
Nicaragua, Costa Rica and Panama.

Calvillo visited the countries
Most of their time was spent at
Mexico, the University of Leon
in Nicaragua, and the University
of Centx-oamericana in Nicaragua.
As guest Qf the President of
the University of Guanajuato,
Calvillo said he met with the
student body presidents of all the
various colleges loc11ted within
the University, He explained that
student government in latin
American universities was organized with a separate government
and president fol' each college
(medicine, law, arts and sciences,
etc.).
"We found that the stereotype
of the Latin American student as
being more interested in pQ!itics

Latin American

than in studies is not true," he
said.
The majority of students do not
belong to political parties, Calvillo asserted, but rather were
more interested with trying to
finish their eiucation because of
financial need.
He characterized the politicallyminded student as being a minority group, as being wealthier than
most students, and as having
lower grades, the latter because
of the greater devotion of time
to politics.
A further division was made
by Calvillo among the politicallyminded themselves, which he
described as anarchic or progressively sincere in their intent.
"Students who are genuinely in-
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terested in reform are not aligned being a state (or provincial) uniagainst the school administra- versity, typical of state univertion, but with it and against the ~ities all over Latin America. A
national government," he said. state unive1•sity is distinguished
However, he said felt that the from a Federally run university
anarchic student stood alone like the National University of
against both the administration Mexico in Mexico City.
and the national· ..govllrnment.
He said that the state univerT.he Uni:'ersity of Gua?~.·\llfl:.~.~;":~itl.es . a. re much- less politically
was described . by CalviiW ,;a!s·!li'o ~' '- (Contnued on page 3)
_...
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By BILL HUME
The Union branch of the American Bank of Commerce is
again cashing personal checks
fo1· UNM students holding currently valid UNM identification
cards, George Zanis, branch
manager said Tuesday.
Zarris said that the ABC

Fellowships Offered
To Indian Students
An Indian student whose scho·
lastic attainments are high will
receive a $2,000 grant for work
toward a master's degree foa· the
academic year of 1966-67 at
UNM.
The Association on American
Indian Affairs has established a
fellowship fot· Indian graduate
students. The program is known
as "Sequoyah Graduate Fellowships." ThCl announcement was
tnade by William Byler, executive
ditector of the Association, in
New York City.
The Association, in nlaking the
awm·d, placed no restrictions on
fields of study ot• sex of t·ecipient.
The only stipulation is that the
t·ecipient must be a gradtmte stu·
dent and an American Indian.

•

Gripes 1-1 eard 1n Bookstore
"If you hurry, you ean get rid
of $40 worth of last semester's

tooks for $12.''
"Jf they charged any more for
this toothpaste I'd be forced to
let my teeth rot."
These statements more than
adequately express the students'

LOBO
Footba II Contest:
WIN
TICKETS TO DON PANCHO'S
·.
New Mexico
Kansas State
Arizona
Kansas
Wyoming
Arizona State
San Jose St.
BYU
Oregon
Utah
Total points New Mexico vs. Kansas State--~
Cont..t rules
1. Cont.,.t is open to UNM otudcnlt! only.
2. Only ONE elllrY wlll he 11ccepi..t tnun ..,..,h contostant •nd Ev<lT nme
mu•t he pick«!.
3. Contestnnts musl pick total points .m UNM marne and in rase of a tic
the contestant coming closest \rill be declared the Winner.
4. Entries mtlllt he rccoived at the Lobo office by 6 p.m. Fridas5. No hlcmher of Student l'ublicntions is eligible lor prize<.
G. Winner will rcedvc four pnssl'S for tltc football _..,n to Dou J>ancho'~
Thent<>r.
7. Entries will be judged by tlte Lobo •l~<~rts stal£1£,
8. In cnsc of tics the pri1.co; will he divided among the winners.

NAME
ADD REiSS

PHONE

:-

Currell t,~,:~f) Card

SHOWN AT THE traditional reception held for foreign students and their friends are, left to right,
Badru Kiggundu, Uganda; Linda Tuoni, .Albuquerque, who has returned this fall from an extended
visit in Sweden; Sldo Omar, S11malia; Frllllus Kyra, Frllllte, aad Alfredo Gomez, Parguay. Several
hundred foreign students, host families and friends gathered Sunday night in the ballroom for the
event hosted by the International Club, John Babs,. Greeee, president, and the International Services,
a UNM oltiee, headed by Gerald Slavin.

By CAROLE OLGUIN
Standing in the cashier's line
in the Associated Students Bookstore, one can, without even
straining an ear muscle, overhear
the following remarks:
"I only have my pockets cleaned
once a year-and this is it.''

\',

Bank (~b02 .~~quire

Dennison Leaves
This Weekend for
Wyoming Meeting
The possibility of getting insured bookings and top talent
for college entertainment is one
topic slated for discussion by
leaders attending a Western Collegiate Association conference to
be held in Laramie, Wyoming this
weekend.
Dan Dennison, ASUNM president, Jim McAdams, Vice-pres·
ident, and Jim Flagstead, Cultural Committee chairman, will
represent UNM at the Confer•
encc. Dennison said that the meeting .in Wyoming grew ft·om a conference held in Salt Lake City
last spring.
Meetings To Be Set
At this meeting the member
schools decided to meet with booking agencies and entertainment
services with the idea of establishing block booking in the WAC.
Block booking would be advan·
tageous because it would guarantee engagements to entertainment
and help in contract negotiations.
Entertainment committees have
had problems in the past because
entertainers would cancel contracts and state the fact that no
other bookings were made in the
area as their t·eason. Block book~
ing would help this problem as
well as ent!OUrage better enter•
tainers to accept engagements at
WAC schools.
High Hopes
"l have every hope that something can be worked out either
through the WAC or with individual schools," Dennison. said.
"The Program Committee has
some 1·eserve money so we can go
up and bargain," stated Dennison.
''We will probably not save money
on the cost of transportation and
fees, but it will t•eally help us
to guarantee bookings," he concluded.

.

feelings toward what they consider to be over-priced met·chandise in the Union bookstore.
A popular misconception is that
the bookstore is a non·tn·ofit organization. It is in business for
profit, says Union Director William Bierbaum.
The Union bookstore determines
the percentage of mark-up according to manufacturers' suggested
t·etail priees. The pl'ices of convenience goods such as toothpaste,
I'azor blades, shampoo, etc., are
set by the supplier. They are not
marked up by the bookstore, said
Bierbaum.
Bierbaum said that as a Union
enterprise, the bookstore profits
go into the Union funds to pay
for the building expenses-mainly
maintenance and utilities. The
Union must flll'nish its own maintenance which includes ct·ews
working four shifts, 117 hours,
seven days a week, said Bierbaum.
Since the University does not
pay fot• the expenses entailed in
maintainingg the Union projects
and programs, such business as
the bookstore, the cafeteria, and
the games at'ea support themselves as well as other enterprises
\vithin the Union.
The t"e-sale of discounted and
out-dated books, said Bierbaum,
is handled by a wholesale booklttan who co111es in at the end of
each semester and who works independently of the Union bookstore.
All other books are bought from
the students by the bookstol'e at
50 }Jer cent of the current new
tetail cost and are re•sold as
"used" books at 75 pet' cent of
the current new retail cost.

branch follows essentially the
same check cashing policy as was
followed by the Union office.
Students personal checks will be
cashed, to a maximum of $10.
Checks to a maximum of $100
written tQ students by their pat·ents will also be cashed. There
is no charge for check cashing.
Tuition Loans Explained
Checks a1·e not cashed for students between semesters only, a
practice the Union office also
followed. A $2 fee is charged fot·
returned checks.
Zarris also explained the tuition loan pt·ogram. he said that
last year, UNJ.\1: accepted approxi~
mately 900 deferred tuition notes.
This year UNM is still technically the loan maker. ABC
makes out the notes for UNM,
and then buys them from the university. They t•eccive the $10
service charge for this service.
The set•vicc charge is the only
interest charged.
ABC Bears Risk
ABC then bea1.·s all the risk on
note collection.
Zal·ris said that the bank has
been very liberal in approving applications for the notes. They
have accepted about 95'/r of the
applications, he said. They have
written about 160 notes so :fal·
this semester.
The $10 service charge is about
average for this type of small•
loan, Zarris added.
The main office of ABC is now
the only city · bank accepting
USAF student loan applications,
Zarris revealed. All others have
discontinued the service, he said.
Board to Meet
Students having complaints
about thll operations or service
of the ABC Union branch a1·e
reminded that there is a Student
Adviso1·y Board which will meet
at least once a month to hear
students' complaints or suggestions.

PEACE CORPS VOLUNTEER:
Bill Waid, 1966 UNM graduate
front Belen, arrived last week
in Lima, Peru for a Peace Curpe,.,
assignment. He received his
Peace Corps training at the
University of' Missouri. While
at UNM, he was a member of
the Lobo staff.

Residents Council
All interested city students are
invited to attend a picnic sponsored by City Residents Council.
Free hot dogs and potato chips
will be served, Anyone interesttd
should meet at 8 p.m. on Satur·
day SE!pt. 25, in the parking lot
between Johnson Gym and the
Union, and then the gt•oup will
proceed to the Juan Tabo picnic
area.

